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Abstract1

In the early stages of an outbreak, the term ‘pandemic’ can be used to communicate2

about infectious disease risk, particularly by those who wish to encourage a large-scale public3

health response. However, the term lacks a widely accepted quantitative definition. We show4

that, under alternative quantitative definitions of ‘pandemic’, an epidemiological metapopu-5

lation model produces different estimates of the probability of a pandemic. Critically, we6

show that using different definitions alters the projected effects on the pandemic risk of key7

parameters such as inter-regional travel rates, degree of pre-existing immunity, and heterogeneity8

of transmission rates between regions. Our analysis provides a foundation for understanding9

the scientific importance of precise language when discussing pandemic risk, illustrating how10

alternate definitions affect the conclusions of modelling studies. This serves to highlight that11

those working on pandemic preparedness must remain alert to the variability in the use of the12

term ‘pandemic’, and provide specific quantitative definitions when undertaking one of the types13

of analysis that we show to be sensitive to the pandemic definition.14

Keywords— pandemic preparedness, epidemic modelling, metapopulation modelling, pandemic pro-15

bability16
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1 Introduction17

In the early stages of an infectious disease outbreak, it is important to determine whether the pathogen18

responsible may go on to cause an epidemic or a pandemic [1–5]. There is extensive literature on determining19

the probability of a major epidemic given a small population of initial infected hosts [6–9]. This research has20

produced a natural mathematical definition of an epidemic, based on the bimodal distribution of outbreak21

sizes given by simple epidemiological models when R0 is larger but not close to one [10]. The term ‘pandemic’22

has no corresponding theoretical definition, and there is no consensus mathematical approach to determining23

the probability of a pandemic. In this study, we examine how alternative definitions of ‘pandemic’ affect24

quantitative estimates of pandemic risk assessed early in an infectious disease outbreak.25

The term ‘pandemic’ is used extensively, appearing in phrases such as ‘pandemic preparedness’ [11–13],26

‘pandemic influenza’ [14–16], and ‘pandemic potential’ [17–19]. A Google Scholar search returns 25,80027

results using the term ‘pandemic’ for 2019 alone.28

The International Epidemiology Association’s Dictionary of Epidemiology defines a pandemic as “an29

epidemic occurring worldwide, or over a very wide area, crossing international boundaries and usually30

affecting a large number of people” [20]. Notably this definition makes an explicit reference to national31

borders. Contrastingly, a World Health Organisation (WHO) source makes reference to a pandemic as “the32

worldwide spread of a new disease.” [21] The use of the word ‘new’ here is ambiguous in the context of33

infectious diseases. HIV/AIDS is often referred to as a global pandemic, but is certainly not new on the34

time scale of, say, the emergence of influenza strains [22, 23]. A study by Morens et al. in 2009 finds that35

there is little in common between all disease outbreaks that have been referred to as pandemics, except that36

they have a wide geographical extension [24] .37

These kinds of differences between pandemic definitions can often go unnoticed, but in certain circum-38

stances they can cause confusion between different stakeholders (e.g. between scientists and governments, or39

governments and the public), who may not have a shared background understanding of the term. In 2009,40

the World Health Organisation (WHO) declared a pandemic of H1N1 influenza, using criteria related to the41

incidence and spread of the virus in different WHO regions [25]. The criteria did not include reference to42

morbidity or mortality [26]. This fact led to some controversy over whether the declaration of a pandemic43

was appropriate, as it led some governments to mount an intensive response to an outbreak that resulted in44

fewer deaths than a typical strain of seasonal flu [27–30].45

International health organisations such as the WHO have not provided any formal definitions of the term46

‘pandemic’, and the WHO no longer uses it as an official status of any outbreak [25, 31]. It would, however,47

be hasty to dismiss the importance of the term on this ground. Although the WHO no longer uses the term48

‘pandemic’ officially, the WHO Director-General drew attention to their use of the term as recently as March49

2020, to describe the status of the COVID-19 outbreak [32]. The Director-General cited “alarming levels50

of inaction” as one of the reasons to use the term, along with the caveat that “describing the situation as51

a pandemic does not change WHO’s assessment of the threat posed by this virus”. The WHO’s use of the52

term was of interest to the public, receiving extensive press coverage [33–35]. The term ‘pandemic’ clearly53

continues to be important to indicate serious risk during disease outbreaks.54

Regardless of the extent to which the pandemic definitions currently in use do or do not agree, they are55

all qualitative in nature, using descriptions such as “very wide area” and “large number of people”. Perhaps56

as a result of this, many quantitative studies on pandemics do not make use of a quantitative definition of a57
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pandemic, but instead focus on causally related concepts, such as sustained transmission [19], or emergence58

of novel viruses [36]. Others treat the spread of a pathogen at a pandemic level as a context in which to59

study transmission dynamics, without paying special attention to how those dynamics lead to a pandemic60

as distinct from an epidemic or a more limited outbreak [37–39]. In this paper, we examine the effects61

of alternate pandemic definitions on the analysis of key epidemiological questions. The results provide a62

foundation for deciding the appropriate quantitative definition of ‘pandemic’ in a given context.63

We make use of a metapopulation model to investigate the effects of pandemic definition on the results of64

a quantitative assessment of the probability of a pandemic. Metapopulation models are commonly applied to65

pathogens that spread between regions of the world, and so are appropriate for modelling pandemics [40–45].66

We explore two different kinds of pandemic definition, following Morens et al. 2009 [24], specifically:67

• the family of transregional definitions, where a pandemic is defined as an outbreak in which the68

number of regions experiencing epidemics meets or exceeds some threshold number n. We refer to69

specific transregional definitions as n-region transregional definitions, e.g. a 3-region transregional70

definition.71

• the interregional definition, where a pandemic is defined as an outbreak in which two or more non-72

adjacent regions experience epidemics.73

Note that these definitions require a specific sense of ‘region’. These regions could be countries, or they74

could be larger or smaller than individual countries—from counties to health zones to WHO regions. Our75

metapopulation model (detailed in the Methods section below) can be used to model regions of any size.76

We have chosen not to include definitions with criteria relating to the number of people infected or killed,77

instead of, or in addition to, geographical extension. Extension is the only universal factor in pandemic78

definitions, and so is the focus of the current study [24].79

Three questions that feed into public health policy at the beginning of an outbreak are:80

• Would interventions restricting travel reduce the risk of a pandemic?81

• Does a portion of the population have pre-existing immunity, and does this affect pandemic risk?82

• How is the risk of a pandemic affected by regional differences in transmission?83

Using our metapopulation model, we explore how changing the pandemic definition does or does not affect84

our answers to these questions. We show that the precise definition of a pandemic used in modelling studies85

can (but does not always) affect the inferred risk. The predicted effects of travel restrictions, the influence of86

pre-existing immunity, and the impact of regional differences in transmission can all vary when alternative87

definitions of ‘pandemic’ are used. This demonstrates clearly the need to consider carefully the pandemic88

definition used to assess the risk from an invading pathogen. This is necessary for clear communication of89

public health risk.90

2 Results91

2.1 Travel rates92

One important question about pandemic risk is what effect inter-regional travel rates have on the probability93

of a pandemic occurring [16, 17, 46, 47]. Here we model epidemics occurring in regions connected on a network94
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Illustrations of a) a star network and b) a full network, each with ten regions. Circles represent
regions, and straight lines represent travel routes between regions.

whose connections and weighting can be set at fixed values representing the rates of travel between regions.95

We choose the simplest networks that can illustrate the effects of our different pandemic definitions—namely,96

the star network, in which one central region is connected to all others with equal weighting and the non-97

central regions lack any other connections, and the fully connected network, in which each region is connected98

to every other with equal weighting. Figure 1 illustrates that the connectivity of the full network is much99

higher than that of the star network. Using the star network allows us to make the distinction between100

adjacent and non-adjacent regions, thus allowing us to distinguish between transregional and interregional101

pandemic definitions.102

Unless otherwise stated, all figures in the current study are generated with a transmission rate of β = 0.28103

per day, a recovery rate of µ = 0.14 per day, and an inter-regional travel rate of 2 × 10−4 per day. This104

corresponds to a basic reproduction number (R0) of 2. These values are within the plausible range for both105

seasonal and pandemic influenza, and as such they plausibly simulate a pathogen of pandemic potential [38].106

We further assume an initial population of 1000 susceptible individuals in each region, and that the disease107

is seeded by a single infectious individual in one arbitrary region.108

Using a model with ten regions allows us to test a range of different transregional definitions of a109

pandemic. The pandemic probability under a range of n-region transregional definitions for a 10-region110

network with a variety of travel rates are shown in figure 2. An n-region transregional definition effectively111

provides a threshold number n—if more than n regions experience epidemics, the outbreak is counted as a112

pandemic, and otherwise it is not. Thus we indicate the different possible n-region definitions through their113

threshold numbers in figures 2, 5, and 6.114

The 1-region transregional definition merges the definitions of ‘pandemic’ and ‘epidemic’ in an implausible115

way, but it is included in these figures for comparison. The comparison between the probability of pandemics116

according to the 2-region definition and according to the 10-region definition shows the difference between117

pandemic definitions that are satisfied by any transregional transmission and definitions that are satisfied118

only by truly global spread. For the star network, or for the fully connected network with low travel rates,119

there is a marked difference between the probability of either of these definitions being satisfied. However,120

for the fully connected network at medium or high rates of travel, the probability of a pandemic reaches121

the maximum of 0.5 (i.e. 1 − 1/R0) and the definition makes little difference to the calculated risk. For122

any definition, the probability of a pandemic increases with the connectivity of the network, and with travel123

rates across the network.124
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Figure 2: Pandemic probability for a range of between-region transmission rates and a range of pandemic
definitions in terms of number of regions experiencing epidemics. The “pandemic threshold number” refers
to the minimum number of regions that must experience epidemics before a pandemic is declared. Pandemic
probability is, in general, sensitive to the pandemic definition used, but the degree of sensitivity depends on
network structure and travel rates. a) Pandemic probability for a star network. Pandemic probability is,
in general, highly sensitive to the pandemic definition used. b) Pandemic probability for a fully connected
network. The sensitivity of pandemic probability to the pandemic definition used is significantly reduced at
high travel rates.

We can also look at the difference in pandemic probability between the transregional and interregional125

definitions, which make use of a distinction between adjacent and non-adjacent regions. This is shown for a126

10-region star network in figure 3a. We choose a star network as it is one of the simplest network types in127

which there are adjacent and non-adjacent regions. There is a difference between the two definitions, but the128

difference is much smaller than that between the interregional and 10-region (global) definition, and reduces129

as travel rates increase. In the case of a fully connected network, all regions are essentially adjacent to each130

other, so we compare only binary transregional and global definitions. We find that the definitions are highly131

distinct for low travel rates, but as this increases the difference between the likelihood of a pathogen causing132

an epidemic in one region and the likelihood of it causing epidemics in all regions disappears. This is due to133

the fact that the pathogen can be introduced into any population from any other.134

In this section we have shown that, when a pandemic is defined in terms of which regions experience135

epidemics of a disease, different definitions can produce very different estimates of pandemic probability at136

low connectivity or travel rates, but have a much smaller effect at high connectivity and travel rates. In137

general, adjacency requirements make little difference to these results.138
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Figure 3: Plots of pandemic probability against travel rate for a range of pandemic definitions. The difference
in probability for different pandemic definitions changes as travel rates increase. a) Plot of pandemic pro-
bability for a star network. b) Plot of pandemic probability for a full network. For a fully connected network
all regions are adjacent, so no line is shown for non-adjacent regions.

2.2 Cross-immunity139

Some pathogens with pandemic potential have a prior history of infecting humans, such as pandemic140

influenza. Newly emerged pathogens with no history of infecting humans are less likely than these established141

pathogens to encounter regions where susceptible individuals have partial immunity to infection. Established142

pathogens may encounter individuals with partial immunity acquired from infections with previously circu-143

lating strains—i.e. cross-immunity [48, 49]. It can be important in responding to an outbreak to consider144

whether any individuals might have existing immunity. We can therefore investigate the interaction between145

immunology and pandemic definition by examining how cross-immunity affects our calculation of pandemic146

probability on a network.147

We modelled the spread of a disease over a six-patch network with no cross-immunity initially, where148

the initial infected individual could appear in any region. We only included cases where at least one region149

experienced an epidemic of this initial pathogen. To simulate the emergence of a strain with higher pandemic150

potential, we then introduced a second pathogen with a higher transmission rate of β = 0.42 (corresponding151

to a basic reproduction number of 3), to which infection with the initial pathogen conferred some degree152

of partial immunity to infection α. See the Methods section for details of how our modelling framework153

handles cross-immunity. We defined a pandemic as occurring when all six regions experienced epidemics of154

the second pathogen, and repeated the model for two values of cross-immunity at a variety of between-region155

travel rates. The results are presented in figure 4.156

First, increasing cross-immunity decreases the probability of a pandemic. Second, the presence of cross-157

immunity changes how pandemic probability scales with travel rates. In general, the probability grows faster158

with travel when the cross-immunity is low, except when it reaches a point of saturation as in figure 4b.159

Figure 5 shows the simultaneous effects of different n-region transregional pandemic definitions and the160

degree of cross-immunity in determining the pandemic probability. Here we fix the travel rate at 2.0× 10−4
161
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Figure 4: Plots of pandemic probability against travel rates for high and low values of cross-immunity (α)
on six-region networks. A pandemic is defined here as all six regions experiencing epidemics. The plots show
a large relative difference both in likelihood of pandemics and in how that likelihood scales with travel rates.
The initial infected individual for each outbreak appears in a randomly chosen region. a) Plot of pandemic
probability for a star network. b) Plot of pandemic probability for a full network.

per day. In the full network there is sudden transition from higher risk to lower risk, as cross-immunity162

approaches one. However, in the star network there is less circulation of the initial pathogen, so the effect163

of cross-immunity is less dramatic. Increased cross-immunity can also increase the difference in risk for164

different pandemic definitions—for the fully connected network, once cross-immunity reaches around α = 0.6,165

differences in probability between different thresholds become visible that are much smaller at lower values.166

This suggests that the declaration of a pandemic may be more sensitive to the exact pandemic definition for167

outbreaks of pathogens that encounter pre-existing immunity than for pathogens which encounter only fully168

susceptible populations. However, this effect is not seen for the star network, in which the low connectivity169

of the network results in larger differences in probability between different thresholds even at low cross-170

immunity.171

2.3 Heterogeneous transmission172

A topic of great concern during a pandemic is heterogeneity in risk between different countries or regions173

[50, 51]. Cross-immunity can create one kind of heterogeneity, since it is common for previous exposure to174

a pathogen to differ between regions. Another kind of heterogeneity is that due to different public health175

interventions. Here we ignore cross-immunity and instead examine a heterogeneous fully connected network176

of six regions, three of which have a higher rate of transmission of the pathogen than the other three. This177

can be thought of as an approximation to the difference between poor regions with a relative lack of public178

health interventions, and wealthy regions with well-funded public health organisations.179

The level of heterogeneity was defined as the ratio of the transmission rate in the higher-transmission180

regions to the transmission rate in the lower-transmission regions. The average transmission rate across181

all regions was kept fixed at β̄ = 0.28 per day, corresponding to a basic reproduction number of 2. The182
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Figure 5: Pandemic probability for various degrees of cross-immunity (α) and a range of pandemic definitions
in terms of number of regions experiencing epidemics, on a six-region network. a) Pandemic probability for a
star network. b) Pandemic probability for a fully connected network. Here the sensitivity of pandemic pro-
bability to the pandemic definition used increases with cross-immunity, until the probabilty of any epidemic
becomes very low.

simultaneous effects of heterogeneity and pandemic definitions in determining pandemic probability are183

illustrated in figure 6.184

The row for the 1-region definition shows how the risk of any outbreak varies with the changing basic185

reproduction number of the pathogen in the region in which it emerges. More complex effects can be seen186

for higher n-region definitions, especially five and six, where, at high levels of heterogeneity, even pathogens187

emerging in higher-transmission regions are prevented from spreading widely due to the low chance of188

epidemics in lower-transmission regions. Thus the probability of a pandemic under a 5-region or 6-region189

definition increases and then decreases with increasing heterogeneity. No corresponding effect exists for190

a pathogen emerging in a lower-transmission region, where increasing heterogeneity always decreases the191

chance of a pandemic, however it is defined.192

3 Discussion193

In this study, we have developed a theoretical framework to estimate the probability of a pandemic, as194

detailed in the Methods section below. We use a Markov chain technique based on SIR dynamics to model195

the spread of a pathogen. The results of this modelling framework reveal in which situations the definition196

of ‘pandemic’ has a strong effect on the calculated pandemic risk and in which situations it does not. The197

models also illustrate the effects of differing epidemiological parameters on pandemic risk under different198

definitions, and how these effects interact with each other.199

Returning to the three epidemiological questions introduced in the introduction, we can see that our200

results show how the answers can depend on our definition of a pandemic, and on key population and201

pathogen parameters. The first question was “Would interventions restricting travel reduce the risk of a202

pandemic?” In figure 2, we see that reductions in travel rates always reduce risk in a sparsely connected203

network, where travel occurs mainly through a central hub. However, in a densely connected network with204

high travel rates, travel would have to be extremely highly suppressed to change the probability of a pandemic205
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Figure 6: Pandemic probability for various degrees of heterogeneity of transmission rates and a range of
pandemic definitions in terms of number of regions experiencing epidemics, on a fully connected six-region
network where three regions are classed as higher-transmission and the other three regions are classed as
lower-transmission. Note that the colour scales differ between the two plots, in order to make the variation
in plot (a) clearer. a) Pandemic probability for a pathogen emerging in a higher-transmission region. For
low thresholds heterogeneity increases pandemic probability, but at high thresholds pandemic probability
grows and then decreases with increasing heterogeneity. b) Pandemic probability for a pathogen emerging
in a lower-transmission region. At all thresholds increasing heterogeneity decreases pandemic probability.

substantially, under most definitions. This accords with previous findings regarding the effectiveness of206

restricting travel [52]. Additionally, in the highly connected network, changing the definition of a pandemic207

makes little difference to the pandemic probability, for high enough values of the travel rate.208

Figure 3 further illustrates the effects of different definitions. Changing the pandemic definition can209

sometimes greatly alter the estimated probability of a pandemic, as seen in figure 3a between the yellow210

line, representing the 2-region transregional definition, and the purple line, representing the 10-region211

transregional definition. The effect on the pandemic risk of reducing travel rates also differs greatly between212

to these two definitions. However, there are situations where changing the definition does not significantly213

change estimated pandemic probability, as seen in the same figure between the yellow line and the dashed214

green line, representing the 2-region interregional definition. In this case, both the estimated risk and the215

effect of reducing travel are very similar. So, while some changes in definition do not cause a large change216

in quantitative analyses of pandemic risk, others may significantly alter both our point estimates and the217

predicted effects of key parameters. Figure 3b shows that this may depend on the values of those key218

parameters themselves. For low travel rates, the two illustrated definitions diverge considerably, but at high219

travel rates the pandemic probabilities for the two definitions converge.220

The second question was “Does a portion of the population have pre-existing immunity, and does221

this affect pandemic risk?” The presence of immunity can significantly alter the results discussed in the222

paragraphs above. In figure 5b, the leftmost column is equivalent to the column from figure 2b in which223

λ = 2.0 × 10−4 per day. However, as cross-immunity increases, a marked difference in the pandemic pro-224

bability between different definitions becomes visible. This shows that the conclusion that precise pandem-225

ic definitions are of reduced importance in a highly connected network with high travel rates is context226

sensitive—if the population has high immunity, differences between definitions re-emerge.227

The third question was “How is the risk of a pandemic affected by differences between regions?” In figure228

6, we examined how heterogeneous transmission rates in different regions affect the risk of a pandemic. Many229
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pathogens have higher transmission rates in lower income countries, and novel pathogens are more likely to230

emerge in low income countries [50, 51, 53]. Putting these two facts together, we see that pathogens are most231

likely to emerge in countries in which they have higher transmission rates. Motivated by this, we compared232

the scenarios of emergence in a higher-transmission and lower-transmission region, finding that pandemic233

definition makes a larger difference for diseases emerging in a higher-transmission region. In particular,234

when the pandemic definition requires many countries to experience epidemics to qualify an outbreak as235

pandemic, including countries with lower transmission rates, we see striking non-linearity in the relationship236

between pandemic probability and heterogeneity. For these definitions, as the difference in transmission rates237

between higher- and lower-transmission regions increases, the pandemic probability increases initially, before238

decreasing. This initial rise is due to the enhanced spread between high-transmission regions increasing239

the importation rate to low-transmission regions. This result implies that, when the mean value of the240

transmission rate is fixed, a small gap in the effectiveness of public health infrastructure between wealthy241

and poor regions puts all regions at greater risk, while a larger gap protects wealthier regions while the risk242

for poor regions continues to increase.243

To illustrate this concept, consider the contrasting examples of Ebola and COVID-19. The 2014 outbreak244

of Ebola virus followed the pattern of high incidence in low income countries but low incidence in high245

income countries. It spread through several low-income African countries but was effectively contained246

when introduced to high-income countries [54–56]. In this case high-income countries had the capacity to247

prevent a pandemic from taking hold, being able to quickly isolate and treat symptomatic individuals. This248

generated high heterogeneity in transmission, corresponding to the right side of figure 6a, with low-income249

countries at high risk and high-income countries at low risk. In contrast, high-income countries have not been250

able to escape the pandemic of COVID-19, in part due to asymptomatic and presymptomatic transmission251

of SARS-CoV-2 allowing it to evade existing surveillance and public health measures [57, 58]. This has led252

to similar transmission rates across different countries, corresponding to the left side of figure 6a, where risk253

is more uniform between regions and therefore between pandemic definitions.254

Further work could extend our modelling framework to investigate the role of pandemic definitions in255

quantifying the effects of additional epidemiological parameters on pandemic risk, such as use of different256

types of travel (e.g. within-country transport vs international flights) [45, 59, 60], the rate of nosocomial257

infections [61], or age-structured populations [62]. Our metapopulation modelling framework is generally258

applicable, and this framework could be extended to represent outbreaks of many different specific pathogens259

emerging in various locations.260

In summary, we have developed a novel modelling framework for investigating pandemic risk. We have261

applied this framework to assess the pandemic risk in a range of different scenarios, and have interpreted the262

results under a variety of pandemic definitions. We have found that certain relationships, such as the effect263

of heterogeneity in transmission between regions on pandemic risk, are highly dependent on the definition of264

‘pandemic’ used, while others, such as the effect of high travel rates on pandemic risk in a highly connected265

network, are not. This work provides a foundation for improved communication about pandemic risk, by266

highlighting the contexts in which pandemic definitions need to be provided in quantitative detail. In general,267

we contend that, when assessing the risk that an outbreak will develop into a pandemic, the precise pandemic268

definition used for a given analysis should be considered and stated clearly. Future work could investigate269

the effects of alternate definitions in more detailed epidemiological models, and extend this framework to270

investigate different dynamical features of pandemics.271
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4 Methods272

We have combined standard epidemiological modelling techniques with a novel Markov chain treatment of273

metapopulation dynamics to produce a method of calculating the probabilities of epidemics and pandemics274

in a network of population regions. Suppose that we are treating the spread of a pathogen through n regions275

labelled P1, P2, P3, ..., Pn. Each region Pj has associated with it some intra-region pathogen transmissibility276

βj , disease recovery rate µj , and population size Nj . From these quantities it is possible to calculate a region-277

specific basic reproduction number R0,j . This can be fixed across all regions for a particular pathogen, or278

allowed to vary from region to region to reflect local epidemiological differences.279

First let us consider the spread of the pathogen in a single region, using well-established results of280

stochastic Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) models. If a region Pj contains an initial number of infected281

individuals Ij(0), then in a discrete stochastic SIR model, the probability that these individuals do not cause282

an epidemic in Pj is (1/R0,j)
Ij(0) when R0,j ≥ 1, and 1 otherwise. We also define the final size of an epidemic283

Rj(∞) (not to be confused with R0,j) as the number of recovered individuals in Pj at the end of the epidemic.284

This equals the total number of individuals in Pj who become infected at any time, and is given by the285

solution of the following equation [63].286

(1)Rj(∞) = Nj −Nj exp

(
−R0,jRj(∞)

Nj

)
.

Now allow that infected individuals travel from region Pj to region Pm at a rate λjm. We seek the287

probability that infected individuals travelling from Pj will not cause an epidemic in Pm, in the case where288

initially infected individuals in Pm do not cause an epidemic in Pm (including the case where there are no289

initially infected individuals in Pm). This is equal to the probability that i infected individuals migrate from290

Pj to Pm, multiplied by the probability that this number of individuals fails to cause a major epidemic,291

summed over possible values of i. The minimum value of i is the case where no infected individuals migrate,292

and the maximum value is the case where all individuals in Pj that become infected at any point migrate.293

This gives us an expression for qjm, the conditional probability that, if Pj experiences an epidemic and294

Pm does not experience an epidemic due to a source of infected individuals other than Pj , Pm does not295

experience an epidemic.296

(2)
qjm ≈

Rm(∞)∑
i=0

(
1

R0,m

)i(
Rj(∞)

i

)(
λjm

λjm + µj

)i(
µj

λjm + µj

)Rj(∞)

=

(
λjm

R0,m(λjm + µj)
+

µj
λjm + µj

)Raj(∞)

,

This approximation is valid when the number of infected individuals that travel between regions is much297

smaller than the size of the regions.298

Let us assume that infected individuals travelling from a region Pj cannot cause an epidemic in a299

neighbouring region Pm if Pj does not itself experience an epidemic. Then computing the value of qjm300

for every pair of populations Pj and Pm gives us sufficient information to determine the probability of any301

particular set of regions connected on a network experiencing epidemics so long as there are no interactions302

between different groups of migrants arriving in a region, and the total numbers of migrants in any region303

remains very small relative to the region’s size. If these assumptions hold, we can imagine the regions on a304
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network with weighted directed edges, where the weight of the edge directed from region Pj to region Pm is305

qjm.306

To determine how the final probabilities of epidemics depend on the pairwise probabilities qjm, we use307

a Markov chain. The states of this Markov chain assign one of three states to each region—N (for neutral),308

where it is not yet determined whether the region will experience an epidemic, E (for epidemic), where309

it is determined that the region will experience an epidemic but it is not yet determined in which further310

regions it will cause epidemics, and T (for terminal), where it is determined that the region will experience311

an epidemic and in which further regions it will cause epidemics due to onward transmission. As our model312

does not explicitly represent dynamical processes occurring over time, these states should not be interpreted313

as actual states of infection and recovery within regions, but rather as bookkeeping devices for the role of314

various regions in determining the spread of the pathogen through the network.315

Suppose we have a network connecting n regions. In the initial state, each region where the initially316

infected individuals have caused an epidemic is in state E, and all the other regions are in state N . The317

global state of the network is simply the product of the states of each system. We can then define a transition318

matrix T that acts on the global state. The elements of this matrix are denoted tx1x2...xn→y1y2...y3 .319

tx1x2...xn →y1y2...y3 =

[ n∏
m=1

{
δ((xm, ym), (N,N)) + δ((xm, ym), (N,E))

+ δ((xm, ym), (E, T )) + δ((xm, ym), (T, T ))
}]

·
[∏
m

(1−
∏
j

(qjm)δ(xj ,E))δ((xm,ym),(N,E))

]
·
[∏
m

∏
j

(qjm)δ(xj ,E)δ((xm,ym),(N,N))

]
,

(3)

where320

(4)δ((a, b, ..., z), (A,B, ..., Z)) =

1 if (a, b, ..., z) = (A,B, ..., Z)

0 otherwise,

xj is the state (N , E, or T ) of region Pj before the transition, and yj is its state afterwards. The expression321

inside the first set of square brackets ensures that the only acceptable transitions for any given region are322

N → E and E → T , and requires that all epidemic regions in the initial state must be terminated in the323

transition (this prevents double-counting of possible transmission paths). The expression inside the second324

set of square brackets gives the probability of each N → E transition, and the expression inside the final325

set of square brackets gives the probability of each N → N transition, given the regions that are in state E326

before the transition.327

Note that these transitions do not represent a dynamical process—the order of transitions in this model328

does not necessarily correspond to the order in which regions experience epidemics. Instead, the transitions329

are simply stages along the exploration of different routes and outcomes from the disease spreading process.330

The initial probability of each global state z1z2...zn (where zi ∈ {N,E, T}) is given by:331

pz1z2...zn =

[∏
j

δ(zj , T )

]
·
[∏

j

(Qj)
δ(zj ,N)

]
·
[∏

j

(1−Qj)δ(zj ,E)

]
, (5)

where Qj = min((1/R0,j)
Ij(0), 1) is the probability that the initial population of infective individuals does332

not cause an epidemic in region Pj . Essentially, no region can begin in state T , and the probability of each333
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initial global state is given by the product of the probabilities of each region being in the corresponding334

initial regional state.335

In this system, all states in which no region is epidemic are absorbing, and in each transition at least336

one epidemic state must become terminal. This means that the system must reach an absorbing state in at337

most n transitions, since at least one region becomes terminal in each transition, and a fully terminal state338

is absorbing. So the final probability vector pfinal is given by339

(6)pfinal = Tnpinitial,

with T as the transition matrix and pinitial as the vector whose elements defined by equation (5). This final340

vector gives the probabilities of each configuration of the metapopulation, with populations in state N never341

experiencing an epidemic, and regions in state T experiencing an epidemic at some point.342

4.1 Cross-Immunity343

The model described above can incorporate certain epidemiological details, such as heterogeneity of popu-344

lation parameters, but is restricted to treating quite simple disease dynamics. In this section we expand the345

model to treat pathogens that give those who overcome infection cross-protection against future strains of346

that pathogen. This is necessary to be able to investigate how pre-existing immunity changes how pandemic347

definitions affect the results of our model.348

We first describe the spread of a pathogen strain X using the methods above, introducing a superscript349

X to the relevant parameters to mark the strain, e.g. RX0 , RX(∞), and pXfinal. We assume that infection350

with pathogen X confers cross-immunity α to a second strain of the pathogen, which we call Y . In each351

population Pj we can define an effective basic reproductive number for Y in the case that Pj has experienced352

an epidemic of X, which we call RYe,j .353

(7)RYe,j =

(
1− α

RXj (∞)

Nj

)
RY0,j .

This expression simply multiplies the basic reproductive number by the effective number of susceptible354

individuals given the prevalence of cross-immunity in the population. It is through this expression that355

cross-immunity enters the model—the parameter α does not otherwise appear in what follows.356

We can write down an equation for the expected total number of individuals in Pj infected in an epidemic357

of Y in analogy to equation (1). In the case where there has been no previous epidemic of X in Pj , the358

expected epidemic size is the solution RYj,noX(∞) of359

(8)RYnoX,j(∞) = Nj −Nj exp

(−RY0,jRYnoX,j(∞)

Nj

)
.

In the case where there has been a previous epidemic of X in Pj , the expected epidemic size is the solution360

RYX,j(∞) of361

(9)RYX,j(∞) = Nj −Nj exp

(−RYe,jRYX,j(∞)

Nj

)
.

We assume that individuals infected with Y travel at the same rate as individuals infected with X. We362

then define the pairwise probabilities of transmission of Y between populations in analogy to equation (2).363

That is,364
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(10)qYjm =

(
λjm

RYc,m(λjm + µYj )
+

µYj
λjm + µYj

)RY
b,j(∞)

,

where RYc,m = RY0,m when Pm has not experienced a previous epidemic of X, RYc,m = RYe,m when Pm has365

experienced a previous epidemic of X, RYb,j(∞) = RYnoX,j(∞) when Pj has not experienced a previous366

epidemic of X, and RYb,j(∞) = RYX,j(∞) when Pj has experienced a previous epidemic of X.367

These expressions for qYjm can be substituted for qjm in equation (3) to yield a transition matrix for368

modelling the spread of Y , which we will call TY (s1s2...sn), where sj is the final state (either N or T ) of369

the X outbreak in Pj . We find the initial probabilities of each state with regards to Y , pYinitial, in analogy370

to equation (5), given an initial number of individuals infected with Y in each population IYj (∞).371

pYz1z2...zn(s1s2...sn) =

[∏
j

δ(zj , T )

]
·
[∏

j

(QYj )δ(zj ,N)

]
·
[∏

j

(1−QYj )δ(zj ,E)

]
, (11)

where QYj = min[(1/RY0,j)
IYj (0), 1] when Pj has not experienced a previous epidemic of X (i.e. sj = N),372

and QYj = min[(1/RYe,j)
IYj (0), 1] when Pj has experienced a previous epidemic of X (i.e sj = T ). We can373

then write the final probabilities of each combination of possible epidemics of Y , for a given set of previous374

epidemics of X, as375

pYfinal(s1s2...sn) =
(
TY (s1s2...sn)

)n
pYinitial(s1s2...sn). (12)

To find the overall probability of each combination of epidemics of Y in various populations given a prior376

probability of each combination of epidemics of X (given by pXfinal(s1s2...sn) defined in equation (6)), we377

sum over the possible values of (s1s2...sn), weighted by their probability.378

pYtotal =
∑

(s1s2...sn)∈{N,T}n
pXfinal(s1s2...sn) · pYfinal(s1s2...sn) (13)

4.2 Code Availability379

Code is available on the Open Science Framework at https://osf.io/z52te/.380
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8 Figure Legends566

1 Illustrations of a) a star network and b) a full network, each with ten regions. Circles represent regions,567

and straight lines represent travel routes between regions.568

2 Pandemic probability for a range of between-region transmission rates and a range of pandemic definitions569

in terms of number of regions experiencing epidemics. The “threshold number of regions” refers to the570

minimum number of regions that must experience epidemics before a pandemic is declared. Pandemic571

probability is in general sensitive to the pandemic definition used, but the degree of sensitivity depends on572

network structure and travel rates. a) Pandemic probability for a star network. Pandemic probability is573

in general highly sensitive to the pandemic definition used. b) Pandemic probability for a fully connected574

network. The sensitivity of pandemic probability to the pandemic definition used is significantly reduced at575

high travel rates.576

3 Plots of pandemic probability against travel rate for a range of pandemic definitions. The difference in577

probability for different pandemic definitions reduces as ravel rates increase. a) Plot of pandemic probability578

for a star network. b) Plot of pandemic probability for a full network. For a fully connected network all579

regions are adjacent, so no line is shown for non-adjacent regions.580

4 Plots of pandemic probability against travel rates for high and low values of cross-immunity on six-region581

networks. A pandemic is defined here as all six regions experiencing epidemics. The plots show a large582

relative difference both in likelihood of pandemics and in how that likelihood scales with travel rates. The583

initial infected individual for each outbreak appears in a randomly chosen region. a) Plot of pandemic584

probability for a star network. b) Plot of pandemic probability for a full network.585

5 Pandemic probability for various degrees of cross-immunity and a range of pandemic definitions in terms586

of number of regions experiencing epidemics, on a six-region network. a) Pandemic probability for a star587

network, assuming that the initial infected individual of the first epidemic is found in the central region,588

but allowing the second epidemic to emerge in any region with equal probability. b) Pandemic probability589

for a fully connected network. Here the sensitivity of pandemic probability to the pandemic definition used590

increases with cross-immunity, until the probabilty of any epidemic becomes very low.591

6 Pandemic probability for various degrees of heterogeneity of transmission rates and a range of pandemic592
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definitions in terms of number of regions experiencing epidemics, on a fully connected six-region network593

where three regions are classed as high transmission and the other three regions are classed as low trans-594

mission. Note that the colour scales differ between the two plots, in order to make the variation in plot (a)595

clearer. a) Pandemic probability for a pathogen emerging in a high transmission region. For low thresholds596

heterogeneity increases pandemic probability, but at high thresholds pandemic probability grows and then597

decreases with increasing heterogeneity. b) Pandemic probability for a pathogen emerging in a low trans-598

mission region. At all thresholds increasing heterogeneity decreases pandemic probability.599
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